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The sunlit skin of
Gwen Hardie
‘Boundaries’ exhibition opens at Taigh Chearsabhagh
by Eilidh Whiteford
eilidh.whiteford@
stornowaygazette.co.uk

A SUBJECT examined
in minute scale leads to
universally expansive
notions in artist Gwen
Hardie’s ‘Boundaries’
exhibition which opens
at Lochmaddy’s Taigh
Chearsabhagh museum
and arts centre, North
Uist,
on
Saturday,
January 5th.

“I am very pleased
to be showing at Taigh
Chearsabhagh
–
the
location of remoteness and
unspoiled natural beauty
has special significance for
me,” says Gwen.
“Growing
up
in
Aberdeenshire, at the
foothills of Bennachie,
I’ve lived in big cities
ever since. The powerful
influence of living close
to nature when I was
young has shaped my
particular vision of life and
subsequently influenced
the way I choose to explore
the figure in painting.”
Engaging with figuration
and the act of perception,
Gwen’s delicate works
represent a small portion
of the skin, lit by the sun.
Entitled ‘Boundaries’ the
series of paintings in the
show reveal the artist’s
perception of skin as a
boundary between inner
and outer, self and other.
“In a way the body is
the most central to the
human condition, so it’s
a very familiar, intimate
subject,” she explains in a
short video of her works
(www.gwenhardie.com).
“For me it’s almost a nonsubject in the sense of its
kind of a starting point to
contemplate
existential
notions. Looking at the
skin close-up is actually
showing me in a very real
way that the body is made
up of a range of elements,
not at all as solid as one
would like to think, and
how connected we are to
nature.

“Painting
from
life,
there is just so much
looking going on that
it’s an experiential, long
interaction
with
the
subject.
“There’s
something
about it that’s so basic
and familiar, so choosing
to make a painting of
it interesting is about
the quality of attention
brought into the image.
That registers as a look into
perception and intricately,
and the tension between
the objective and subjective
world.”
Born and educated in
Scotland, Gwen lived and
worked in Berlin before
settling in New York City
in 2000.
And the move across
the Atlantic saw a loss of
brush-strokes in her work
as the smooth, veiled yet
almost translucent surface
depth of her canvases
displays the attention
she delivers to each tiny
section of skin under
artistic examination.
She explains: “The brushmarks in a way get in the
way of a spacial illusion.
The technique is done wet
into wet paint and as the
paint starts to get tacky
you just manipulate it a
little.
“It creates a very super
fine, almost like silk,
membrane of oil paint. I’m
blending different colours
in such a way you can’t
see the brush marks – it’s
really just an illusion of
shifting plains and shifting
colours.
“The concept and the
technique are very close
together,” Gwen adds.
Of utmost importance
to the creation of the
‘Boundaries’
exhibition
– and indeed to the
artists work as a whole
– however is sunlight, as
she continues: “I always
use sunlight – the range
of hues that are shown up
in sunlight get reflected
in something as tiny as a
piece of skin.

Dispalying the magnificent beauty of small section of sunlit
skin are the works in Hardie’s ‘Boundaries’ exhibition.

“Working this way made
me realise how you can use
tones and colours in such
a way that it can create a
vibration that feels almost
animate, feels alive. In the
shifting colours there’s
very close values between
warm and cool; I try to
make it representative
of the skin so that the
warms and the cools are
sitting next to each other
and creating a kind of
vibration, a kind of life
force.”
Gwen Hardie was the
youngest living artist ever
to be given a solo show
at The Scottish National

Gallery of Modern Art in
Edinburgh in 1990; has
works in collections of the
New York Metropolitan
Museum of Art; the
British Council, and the
Scottish National Gallery
of Modern Art amongst
others; and was most
recently in summer 2012
was awarded a fellowship
at
The
Constance
Saltonstall
Foundation,
Ithaca, New York.
Her artistic pedigree
is secured – and highly
visible through the Taigh
Chearsabhagh show.
Her
magnifications
of sunlit skin draw to

mind the light effects in
the landscape, from the
intimate to the monumental
as the minute body image
shifts back and forth in its
grand execution, drifting
between an atmospheric
illusion and a thing of
gravity, real and tangible.
As
Gwen
remarks:
“Looking at how the light
plays on a tiny part of the
body, this sort of macro
close-up view is presented
in a way that you can take
a journey to its opposite,
to open fields and vast
universes, so in a way
they’re metaphysical.”

THE

SCENE

CONTINUING on with my Festive
Season musical escapades...’twas
the fourth day of Christmas, Friday
28th December, and the Fabster
gave to us ‘Here Come The Girls’,
the annual Honcho Promotions
presents Christmas Gig, in the
Woodlands Centre.

This year’s theme was an all local
female evening of music, charity
event in aid of WIKPA (the Western
Isles Kidney Patients Association) and
linked to the big October 2013 charity
challenge that will be undertaken
by local lasses Mairi Maciver and
Kirsteen Stewart to climb the highest
free-standing mountain in the world Kilimanjaro at 5,895 metres (19,341 feet)
above sea level in Kilimanjaro National
Park, Tanzania, Africa (for more
information on Mairi and Kirsteen’s
Kilimanjaro climbing challenge check
out www.justgiving.com/2climbkil).
The night featured musical artistes
Fiona Chasm Mackenzie (with Willie
Campbell), Miss Irenie Rose, Eleanor
Nicolson, Jane Hepburn and sister
Kate Hepburn. The show started with
an as always eloquent introduction by
the master of ceremonies, compère,
announcer extraordinaire Niall Iain
Macdonald and musically opened
with the stunning debut performance
of pianist Kate Hepburn with (and
I’m going to show my complete lack
of knowledge and total ignorance of
the piano recital genre/style here) a
Pop-ish solo piano piece that rang-out
as rather familiar, followed by what
sounded like a very, very challenging
Classical piece.
Then Kate was joined by sister Jane
on fiddle for her final piece and what
a great start to the program which
continued on with Face The West fiddle
player Jane Hepburn’s solo fiddle spot,
beginning with a trio of self-penned
reels with loop pedal accompaniment
‘Banter Bomb’ and two as yet untitled
originals, a superb instrumental cover
of The Verve’s ‘Bitter Sweet Symphony’
and closed with a majestic, sounding
lullaby-like original.
Up next was the youngest and most
recent addition to the local musical
roster Eleanor Nicolson with original
‘Sticks & Stones’ (written with Colin
Macleod); ‘Be With You’ and ‘PS I
Loved You’ (written with help from
uncle Innes Morrison); a KT Tunstall
cover ‘Throw Me A Rope’; ‘Everything
Is Right’ (written with Willie Campbell),
and she closed with a cover of Christina
Perri’s ‘A Thousand Years’. As one
punter said: “Her delivery, phrasing,
etc, are all far beyond her years and
level of experience.”
Miss Irenie Rose’s set started off

with her touching tale of emigration in
‘What You Fancy’ followed by a song
she wrote for her sister’s wedding
‘Best Friend’, then two newish tunes
‘In Turn’ and the excellent ‘Creek
Swinging’; the loop pedal driven ‘Big
Bad Wolf’ with its soaring gospel choiresque backing, and finished off with
the driving ‘So You Think You Know’.
She just gets better and better!
And the final act of the evening was
Fiona ‘Chasm’ Mackenzie on piano and
vocals with guest Willie Campbell on
acoustic guitar/loops/vocals. The duo
kicked things off with ‘The Headache
Song’; ‘Walking Dead’; old gem ‘Never
Perfect’; a class cover of Brandi Carlile’s
‘That Wasn’t Me’; ‘Pain Has Lost It’s
Power’; brilliant new tune ‘Amazing
Graceless State of Mind’ - definite hit
potential methinks - then they rounded
it all off nicely with ‘Toxic and Sweet’
and encore ‘Sweet Roisin’. Yes, very
nice, very nice indeed.
An altogether great night of music
for a most worthy cause! At the end
of the night I was talking to Paul
Matheson, who did an excellent job on
the sound, and he informed me that
the dynamic DJ duo that is George and
Paul would be returning to Era their
sonic and spiritual home on Saturday
29th December with the “full system”,
that’s the FULL, Monster Wall of Doom
Sound System!
I told him I would definitely be there
for that, but those foreboding words
“full system” kept on a ringin’ in my
ears. Then just as I was about to head
out of the house on Saturday 29th
December, the fifth day of Christmas,
kaboom! The lights went out, not just
in my village, but a total blackout.
The “full system” was my immediate
thought reaction - that Paul’s FULL,
Monster Wall of Doom Sound System
had put such a large and incredible
power drain on the National Grid that
he zapped it completely!
Anyway I hopped in the car and
headed for Town to check out the
situation, just in case that it wasn’t
Paul’s sound system that caused the
power outage and alternatively there
was a zombie invasion in progress.
When I got to Town, it appeared
that several hundred other motorists
had the same idea, so I took a few laps
’round Town, which was kinda cool in
the pitch dark and headed home.
I was to find out later it was neither
Paul’s FULL, Monster Wall of Doom
Sound System, nor a zombie invasion
that caused the lights to go out but
rather some forked lightning.
And that was Christmas week...on to
the bells and 2013!
Jori
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A new island voice in
the crime fiction genre
THE Glasgow Underworld may be an unlikely topic for a
Lewisman writing his first novel but the debut book from 30
year old Malcolm Mackay is tipped to make its mark on the
world of crime fiction, writes Michelle Robson.
‘The Necessary Death of Lewis Winter’, published by
Mantle, is due to be released in Hardback on January 17th and
there is a real buzz from literary circles that this could be the
start of something very exciting.Although born and brought
up in Stornoway, Malcolm’s books couldn’t be further away
from island life with the story delving into a tale of dark
relationships and even darker moralities.
“A 29 year old man lives alone in his Glasgow flat. The
telephone rings; a casual conversation, but behind this is a job
offer. The clues are there if you know to look for them.
He is an expert. A loner. Freelance. Another job is another
job, but what if this organisation wants more?
A meeting at a club. An offer. A brief. A target: Lewis Winter.
It’s hard to kill a man well. People who do it well know this.
People who do it badly find out the hard way. The hard way
has consequences.”
Already this book has attracted extremely positive reviews
including one from award-winning crime writer Ann Cleeves,
creator of VERA.
She said: “I finished it almost in a sitting. The prose is spare
and taut and pulls the reader into the minds of the disparate
characters. This is beautifully and truthfully written with the
deceptive simplicity of a fine short story.”
Scottish journalist and writer Allan Massie said: “Written
with persuasive authority. ‘The Necessary death of Lewis
Winter’ is cool, laconic and very enjoyable. I look forward
eagerly to the second novel in the trilogy.”

Review - Traditional Songs of the Islands
THE new CD Traditional Songs of the Islands by
Dòmhnall Angaidh Matheson from Barvas, is a 15
track treasure chest of unaccompanied songs of
pure quality Westside Gaelic. Dòmhnall Angaidh
Matheson has a store of original material in his
unmistakable big voice. The genre of the songs in
this collection harks back to those songs sung in
homes in local villages up till the 1970s.
Rating the local Westside bards amongst the
best, Dòmhnall Angaidh has remained true to his
dualchas with the majority of song writers on the
new Cd being from the Westside.
Oidhche Banais Mairi’s Dòmhnall by Norman
Finlayson Brue paints a vivid picture of a banais
taighe and the effects of the celebratory cask.
“Gun cuimhne againn an còmhnaidh cò an ceann
bu choir bhith an arda”. National news and local
affairs exhausted his friend advised him “Lean
mise s gu faigh mi bràmar dhut, a chumas blath thu
an còmhnaidh” Climbing stone dykes to distant
pipe music they arrived at the bràmar’s house:
Thòisich mi ri còmhradh rithe ‘s mi an dòchas
gum biodh feum ann.
Mi ag innse dhith cho glic ’s a bha mi, ‘s nach
bithinn tric ri ceilidh,
Nach bithinn a miugh anmoch, ‘s nach robh mi
falbh le t-eile.
Wending his way home following the night of
revelry he was surprised to find the midday sun
overhead “Cha robh fhiosam an e Latha Dròbh no
Fèill a bh’ann, no an duigh, no an dè, no màireach.
Dòmhnall Angaidh has many fans among

the Leòdhsaich abroad and his rendition of the
words of An Dachaigh Fàs by Murdo Morrison,
Shader,will bring a tear to many coming home for
the New Year.
Nach toileach mi gluast’ bho fhuair mi cothrom na
slàinte, Mi nise toirt cuairt thar chuan gu dachaigh
mo ghràidh, Far na dh’ fhag mi an t-sluagh bhon
fhuair mi fasgadh ’s blaths,
Aig deas no aig tuath cha d’fhuair mi comann na
b’fheàrr.
Although written a long time ago the sentiments
still relate to homecoming in 2012. This collection
also has cianalas for days and friends gone by in
Margaret Curly MacDonald’s Mullach Thaboist
Nuair a chuimhnicheas mise air a’ bhaile,
‘S air na taighean an diugh falamh, ‘s bha làn,
‘S na companaich àlainn a bha againn,
‘S iad gun sgeul orra an diugh aig a’ bhàs.
One gem in particular on this CD are the
traditional words which emulated the pipe tune
which is better known in Gaidhlig as Geol’ Iain
Tharmoid. The Westside version is hilarious:
Cha robh daoine bha as a’ bhaile, ach duine a
bha às a chiall, ann an Geol’ Iain Tharmoid, Bha na
deargadan, uidhir ri na geoithe, ann an Geol’Iain
Tharmoid.
Dòmhnall Angaidh is one of the few singers
maintaining the Lewis traditional style and his CD
Traditional Songs of The Islands is a joy to listen to.
The CD is available in An Lanntair, An Comunn
Gaidhealach, Shawbost Post Office, Cross Stores.
Welcome Inn Filling Station and Brownies, Tarbert.

Western Isles youngsters will soon be battling it out on the set
of Glesuta as the new series gets started next week

It’s a battle of the brains
as youngsters take up
the Glesuta challenge
THE fast, exciting show Gleusta is back
with a third series, which includes a
new presenter, a colourful studio set,
eager teams and exciting challenges.
Each week, two teams of youngsters
go head to head in a battle of brains, wit
and agility.
With the support of a special celebrity
guest, the teams meet on the studio set
of Gleusta and battle over five rounds
of competition.
This new series of 12 programmes
begins on the 8th January and Gleusta

can be every Tuesday on BBC ALBA at
1830.

ROYAL BRITISH
LEGION
MUSIC FOR
JANUARY

Saturday 5th
Bar - Alex Murdo & Friends
Highlanders
Lounge - Pandejo
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SPECIAL GUESTS
This week’s Gleusta features teams
from Dingwall Primary School and
Rockfield Primary School, with special
guests Daibhidh Byrne and Ishi
MacLean.
Gleusta is presented by Linda
MacLeod, directed by Michael Hines
and produced for Sealladh by Morag
Stewart.
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